
The DLVC program helps
learners who seek choice
and independence keep
pace with their peers
without losing connection to
a school community. We do
this so learners can safely
learn from home without
learning alone. 
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WE ARE THE DLVC

WE SUPPORT:

Families who wish to learn from home
with the daily support of a virtual
classroom teacher.  

Children who enjoy learning together
with a peer group in a classroom
setting.

Families learning together at home
while still being connected to a Virtual
School. 

Learners who seek choice and
independence while also receiving
descriptive feedback and guidance
from a teacher on their next steps.  

Purposeful learning experiences using
a combination of both technology and
written materials. 

OUR DAILY
CONNECTIONS 

Intentional creation of a virtual
classroom community.  

Connecting through whole class,
small groups, and individually.  

Student choice for learning pieces
and ways to show your thinking. 

Cross class collaboration and
community-building activities. 

Flexible schedules for
independent learning time.  

Focus on Literacy and Numeracy
including in Science, Social
Studies, and the Arts.  

Embedded Core Competency
learning to enrich growth and
understanding of concepts
taught.

Balance of interactive experiences
and independent learning.  

 
Our teachers collaborate regularly to
ensure we meet the needs of our learners.
Our Virtual Classroom teachers
intentionally connect classes together as
a school to help foster a positive school
community. 

Our program focuses on connection and
community while offering a flexible option
for independent learning.  

 PERSPECTIVES

My favourite part about distance learning
is the morning Zoom meetings when I see
my friends and learn something new
every day. My teacher, Ms. V, was super
nice and funny- she told us lots of jokes
during our zoom classes. She also
assigned us to a chat where we could
message her if we had a question and she
would respond instantly. Ms. V asked us
what our goal was during the year and I
wanted to learn cursive writing. One week
we got sheets to practice cursive! I also
really enjoyed the art assignments and I
did them with my little brother- he can’t
draw but he scribbled with different
colours. And the best part is that I could
do my assignments in my PJ’s! So
comfortable!

-  Aizah,  DLVC Student  


